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STATE OF ASSAM   -Vs-  SRI DIPAK BASUMATARY 

 

 

 

IN THE COURT OF ASSISTANT SESSIONS JUDGE:: UDALGURI, ASSAM 

SESSIONS-128/2018 

Section-25 (1-A) Arms Act 

THE STATE OF ASSAM            -------- Sub. Anoop Singh(Informant). 

 -Vs- 

SRI DIPAK BASUMATARY          -------- Accused person. 

PRESENT: NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED, (LL.M, AJS) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam  

APPEARANCE:    

(1) Mr B. K Chetry                   : Ld Addl. PP for the State. 

(2) MrRajibKhakhlary: LdDefence Counsel. 

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON      : 28.08.18, 12.12.18, 17.01.19,  

02.04.19, 22.08.2019.  

ARGUMENTS   HEARD ON        : 10.12.2019. 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON      : 20.12.2019. 

J U D G M E N T 

1.      The brief facts of the prosecution case is that on 05/11/2017 one Sri 

Anoop Singh, Subedar in Indian Army under 14thDogra Regiment, lodged an FIR 

with the Officer-in Charge of KhoirabariPS stating inter alia that on that day at 

about 12.30 pm on the basis of specific input from own source regarding 

movement of one suspected NFFB Linkman and extortionist along with firearms 

and ammunitions in general area Chinakona, an operation was launched by 

them along with police representative from Khoirabari PS namely, UBC 

RatulSarma and apprehended one Sri DipakBasumatary in Special Mobile Check 

Post at Namkholaand recovered  one 7.65 mm Factory made Pistol and three 

live roundsfrom his possession. Hence the case.  
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2.  On receipt of the FIR, Khoirabari PS Case No-50/2017, u/s-387 IPC, R/W 

Section-25(1-B) Arms Act, R/W Section-10/13 UA(P) Act was registered against 

the accused Sri DipakBasumatary. Investigation into the case was commenced 

and after completion of usual investigation, Charge-sheet u/s-25(1-A) Arms Act 

was submitted against the accusedSri DipakBasumatary, to face the trial. 

3.     In due course, the case was committed to the Court of Hon’ble Sessions 

Judge, Udalguri by the ld Addl. CJM, Udalguri and then the case was transferred 

to this Court for trial. 

4.     Trial of the case was commenced. The accused Sri 

DipakBasumataryappeared before the Court to face the trial. After hearing both 

the sides and perusing the case record, charge in writing u/s-25(1-A) Arms Act 

was framed against the aforesaid accused. On being read over and explained 

the content of the charge u/s-25(1-A) Arms Act, the accused pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to face the trial. 

5.     Points for Determination:- After considering the materials on record, I 

have found only the following point for determination- 

                  Whether on or about 05.11.2017 at about 12.30 am at Vill-

Namkhola under Khoirabari PS, accused Sri DipakBasumatarywas 

apprehended by the Army from 14th DOGRA Regiment and other 

police officials of Khoirabari PS during an operation and recovered 

one 7.65 mm Factory made Pistol and three 7.65 mm live 

roundsfrom his possession? 

6.    During the trial, the prosecution side examinedfive (5) witnesses namely, 

Sub. Anoop Singh (informant) as PW-1, Sri Himalaya Kalitaas PW-2, Sri 

LangkeshwarNarzari (armourer)as PW-3, Sri RatulSarmaas PW-4, Sri Rajinder 

Singh as PW-5. The prosecution side exhibited the FIR as Ext-1, Seizure Memo 
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as Ext-2, Seizure List as Ext-3 and Armourer Report as Ext-4.The accused was 

examined u/s-313 Cr.P.C, wherein his stand was of total denial. The accused 

declined to adduce defence evidence. I have also heard the arguments of both 

the sides. 

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE, DECISSION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

7.       To determine the above-mentioned point and to reach a judicial decision 

on the same, let me now adumbrate the germane evidences on record. 

ARGUMENTS OF BOTH THE SIDES: 

8.       To start with the appreciation of evidences of PWs, let me refer to the 

arguments advanced by both the sides. The lddefence Counsel argued that the 

prosecution has failed to prove the recovery of ammunitions from the possession 

of the accused through the independent witnesses as per Section-100(4) CrPC. 

Per contra, the ld Addl. PP submitted that the prosecution has been able to 

prove the recovery of arms and ammunitions from the possession of the accused 

person.  

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCES: 

9.    Prosecution case as found from the FIR (Ext-1) is thatthe accused Sri 

DipakBasumatarywas apprehended by the Army on 05/11/2017 in Special Mobile 

Check Post at Namkhola and recovered one 7.65 mm Factory made Pistol and 

three live rounds from his possession. Let me now appreciate the evidence on 

record to determine the point in hand.  

10. PW-1, who is the informant, stated in his deposition that on 05.11.2017  

while he was posted as Subedar with the Army at BerrengajuliArmy Camp, they 

got some information from their own source regarding movement of suspected 

NFFB Linkman Sri DipakBasumatary involved in extortion, along with fire arms in 

general area of Chinakona and accordingly they launched an operation along 

with police representatives from Khoirabari PS and placed one MCP (Mobile 

Check Post) at Namkhula Sunday market. During the checking at about 2.45 pm, 
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Sri DipakBasumatary was found coming in bicycle to the market and then they 

searched him and recovered one 7.65 mm Factory Made Pistol and three live 

rounds of ammunitions from his possession. Then they took the accused to their 

Camp and interrogated him and on that day at about 8.45 pm they took him to 

the Khoirabari PS and lodged an FIR.PW-5, who is also from army, deposed on 

the same line as that of PW-1. 

11.       PW-4RatulSarma stated in his deposition that in the year 2017 while he 

was posted as UBC in Khoirabari PS, he was entrusted to accompany the Army 

personnel of Borrengajuli Army Camp for a Naka checking at Chinakona and 

accordingly he had gone with them. PW-4 stated that the Army personnel placed 

one MCP (Mobile Check Post) at Namkhula Sunday market. PW-4 stated that 

during the naka checking, he had seen the army personnel proceeding towards 

the Sunday market by leaving him in a vehicle near MCP. After some time he 

heard hue and cry and he had seen the people running away from the market. 

Then he had gone to that market and at that time the Army personnel took one 

person i.e the accused in their vehicle. PW-4further stated that then the army 

dropped him in the PS and then they had taken the accused to their Camp. PW-

4 further stated that on that day at about 7 pm, the Army handed over the 

accused along with one Pistol and some rounds in the Khoirabari PS. At that 

time, the informant took his signature in a seizure memo [Ext-2(1)]. During 

cross-examination, PW-4 admitted that his signature was taken in the seizure 

memo in the police station in the night. PW-4 further admitted that he was at 

some distance when the army caught the accused. He also admitted that many 

people were there in the spot as it was a market day. PW-4 further admitted 

that he did not notice recovery of the arms and ammunition from the accused 

and that he was not shown any arms and ammunitions by the army wherefrom 

the accused was apprehended.  

12.       It is seen from the aforesaid evidences that the stand of the informant 

(PW-1) is that thepolice representatives from Khoirabari PS were there during 

the operation and that is infact not an out of the blue statement on the part of 

PW-1 as PW-4, a constable from Khoirabari PS, was there with them but 
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hedeposed that during the naka checking, he had seen the army personnel 

proceeding towards the Sunday market by leaving him in a vehicle near MCP. 

After some time he heard hue and cry and he had seen the people running away 

from the market. Then he had gone to that market and at that time the Army 

personnel took one person i.e the accused in their vehicle. PW-4 further stated 

that then the army dropped him in the PS and then they had taken the accused 

to their Camp. Further during cross-examination, PW-4 admitted that he was at 

some distance when the army caught the accused. He also admitted that many 

people were there in the spot as it was a market day. PW-4 further admitted 

that he did not notice recovery of the arms and ammunition from the accused 

and that he was not shown any arms and ammunitions by the army wherefrom 

the accused was apprehended. So, PW-4 was not a witness to any recovery 

from the accused. Further the prosecution has also failed to examine any 

independent witness of the market who had seen the alleged recovery of arms 

and ammunitions from the accused. It was a weekly market day and the 

informant could have produce any such person of the market in whose presence 

the arms and ammunitions were allegedly recovered from the accused but there 

is no such evidence before the Court. The police constable (PW-4) who had 

gone with the army during the operation also did not see any recovery of arms 

and ammunitions. The informant could have at least shown the alleged 

recoveredarms and ammunitions to PW-4 before taking the accused to their 

camp but PW-4 admitted thathe did not notice recovery of the arms and 

ammunition from the accused and that he was not shown any arms and 

ammunitions by the army wherefrom the accused was 

apprehended.Furthermore PW-3, who is an independent witness, deposed that 

about one and half year ago at about 9 am, when he reached his shop, the 

neighbouring shopkeepers told him that on that day at about 7 am army had 

caught one person from the market but he did not know the reason for which 

the army had caught that person. 

13.      So, it is seen that the prosecution has failed to examine any independent 

witnesses who might have seen the recovery of arms and ammunitions. The 

alleged recovery of arms and ammunitions was made during broad day light at 
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about 2.30 pm from a weekly market. However, there is no evidence from the 

prosecution side to show that there was any effort from their side to call public 

witnesses at the time of affecting the alleged recovery of one pistol and live 

rounds of ammunitions. So in my opinion, the non−joining of public witnesses is 

fatal to the prosecution case, particularly when no reasonable explanation has 

been given by prosecution for not calling independent witnesses during the 

alleged recovery. In this regard, I may refer here some decisions of Higher 

Courts.   

14.       In Hem Raj –Vs- State of Haryana [AIR 2005 SC 2110], the Hon'ble 

Supreme Court observed as follows: 

"The fact that no independent witness though available, was examined and not 

even an explanation was sought to be given for not examining such witness is a 

serious infirmity in the prosecution case. Amongst the independent witnesses 

one who was very much in the know of things from the beginning was not 

examined by the prosecution. Non−examination of independent witness by itself 

may not give rise to adverse inference against the prosecution. However, when 

the evidence of the alleged eye−witnesses raise serious doubts on the point of 

their presence at the time of actual occurrence, the unexplained omission to 

examine the independent witness would assume significance."  

15.      In the case of Sahib Singh –Vs- Sate of Punjab [AIR 1997 SC 2417], 

it has been held by the Apex Court as under:− 

"Having gone through the record we find much substance in each of the above 

contentions. Before conducting a search the concerned police officer is required 

to call upon some independent and respectable people of the locality to witness 

the search. In a given case it may so happen that no such person is available or, 

even if available, is not willing to be a party to such search. It may also be that 

after joining the search, such persons later on turn hostile. In any of these 

eventualities the evidence of the police officers who conducted the search 

cannot be disbelieved solely on the ground that no independent and respectable 

witness was examined to prove the search but if it is found, as in the present 
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case, that no attempt was even made by the concerned police officer to join 

with him some persons of the locality who were admittedly available to witness 

the recovery, it would affect the weight of evidence of the Police Officer, though 

not its admissibility."  

16.     In Maneka Gandhi –Vs- Union of India, the Hon’ble Supreme Court 

held that when the statue itself provides for a reasonable, fair and just 

procedure, it must be honoured. Thus an accused has right to reasonable fair 

and just procedure. The statutory provisions embodied in section 41 to 55 and 

section 57 of the Act and Sections 100, 102, 103 and 165 of the Cr.P.C. Fair and 

reasonable, fair and just proper. Section 43 of the act read along with sub 

section 4 of the Section 100 Cr.P.C contemplates that search should as far as 

practicable be made in presence of two independent and respectable witnesses 

of the locality and if the designated officers fail to do so, the onus would be on 

the prosecution to establish that the association of such witnesses was not 

possible on the facts and circumstances of a particular case”. 

17.    The principle of criminal jurisprudence is that the prosecution has to prove 

its case beyond reasonable doubt and in case of any doubt, the benefit of doubt 

has to be given to the accused person. From the aforesaid appreciation of 

evidences, it can be said that the prosecution has failed to prove beyond 

reasonable doubt that the accused was found in possession of prohibited arms 

i.e one 7.65 mm factory made Pistol and three live rounds as alleged. Hence, 

the point in hand is decided against the prosecution. 

18.     On the basis of the above adumbration and the decision reached in the 

foregoing point, it can be safely concluded that the prosecution has failed to 

prove its case against the accused beyond reasonable doubt. As such, the 

accused Sri DipakBasumataryis acquitted of the charge leveled against him. So, 

the accused be set at liberty forthwith. 

19.    The bail-bond for the accused would remain in force for the next six (6) 

months in view of Sec. 437-A Cr.PC. 
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20.   The seized arms and ammunitions be disposed of as per law after the 

expiry of appeal period. 

21.    Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 20th day of December, 

2019.          

 

                                                             (NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam 
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APPENDIX 

1.   PROSECUTION WITNESSES-- 

           I) PW-1                                : Sub. Anoop Singh (informant): 

          II) PW-2                                : Himalaya Kalita; 

          III) PW-3                              : Sri LangkeshwarNarzari (armourer); 

          IV) PW-4                               : Sri RatulSarma& 

           V) PW-5                               : Sri Rajinder Singh; 

2.   PROSECUTION EXHIBITS-            

            I) Ext-1                               : FIR; 

           II) Ext-2                             : Seizure Memo Report; 

           III) Ext-3                            : Seizure List & 

            IV) Ext-4                            : Armourer Report. 

3.    DEFENCE WITNESSES              : Nil. 

4.    COURT WITNESSES/EXHIBITS  : Nil. 

 

                                                                 (NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam 


